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ADR NEWSLETTER MARCH 2014

Welcome to the March edition of the ADR 

Newsletter. In this issue we review a

domestic fi re restoration project. 

If you would like to make a contribution to the 

newsletter please send your feedback, questions, 

articles, comments, or testimonials etc. to us 

by email: adr@ausdr.com.au. No names will be 

published with reader submissions unless 

specifi cally requested otherwise.

FAULTY CHARGER IGNITES IN

SUBURBAN GARAGE
Residents of a suburban home were awoken just 

after midnight when their smoke detector alarms 

alerted them to a fi re. The residents quickly found 

the source of the smoke to be the garage and 

immediately called 000. The Fire Brigade arrived 

soon after to douse the fl ames and make sure 

the fi re was extinguished. As the fi re had entered 

the ceiling cavity it was essential for the Fire 

Brigade personnel to remove the plaster sheets and 

confi rm the fi re was extinguished, thus spreading 

“Blown in Loose Fill” insulation throughout the 

garage. The fi re brigade determined that the fi re 

started in a faulty battery charger.

 

Suburban garage after fi re. 

The large garage also had internal access to the 

home through the laundry and unfortunately this 

access door was left open, meaning the laundry 

fi lled with smoke and soot. Although the door 

between the laundry and the home was closed 

at the time of the fi re, there was a small amount 

of smoke that seeped through to other areas of 

the house. An experienced Loss Adjuster was 

quickly appointed by the Insurer to assess the 

damage and coordinate the recovery process. 

ADR was engaged by the Loss Adjuster to conduct 

urgent recovery services and an experienced ADR 

Practice Leader accompanied the Adjuster on the 

inspection and discussed an appropriate scope 

of works. With a S.O.W. agreed upon, the ADR 

Practice Leader was able to provide the Adjuster 

with a report and estimate of costs which could 

be relayed to the Insurer. After receiving the 

Insurer’s instructions, ADR attended the house to 

provide decontamination services to the areas of 

the house that were slightly soot aff ected but not 

thermally damaged. The staff  decontaminated 

and deodorised the laundry, kitchen, dining 

room and living areas so that the residents could 

continue to live in the home whilst the restoration 

of the garage took place.

ADR staff  decontaminating walls in the dining room. 

The next item on the S.O.W. was the removal of the 

thermally and soot damaged contents items from 

the garage. As instructed, ADR arranged for a skip 

bin to be delivered to the site for the disposal of non-

salvagable items. All items were inspected by an 

experienced Restoration Operator, photographed 

and manifested as they were removed from the 

charred garage and then, either placed in the skip 

bin for immediate disposal or transported to the 

ADR facility for possible restoration or salvage. 

The garage was then superfi cially cleaned in 

preparation for the building restoration works by 

the Building Contractor appointed by the Insurer. 

“To whom it may concern,

 I have various pieces of electronic 

equipment that were in my sunroom when storms 

lifted part of my roof off  recently. The room was 

subsequently fl ooded by rain water and my gear 

appeared to get wet. My Insurer sent in a company 

to dry the carpet but they didn’t do anything about 

the equipment. I’m very concerned that my valuable 

Audio Visual equipment has been aff ected by the 

rain water. Can your company take a look at my 

equipment and assess the damage?”

NV - Sydney 

Thank you for your email. We would always 

recommend that you speak to your Insurance 

company or Loss Adjuster about these matters. 

There may be issues regarding your policy 

and/or level of cover that they can off er the correct 

advice about. ADR are not assessors so we can 

not advise you on these matters, we can however 

provide you with a Technical Inspection Report. 

ADR has qualifi ed technicians that can perform an 

internal and external inspection on the aff ected 

equipment and produce a detailed report on the 

condition and functionality. ADR performs these 

services for many Insurers and Loss Adjusters, the 

purpose of which is to provide conclusive evidence 

of whether or not contaminants are present.

To keep up with all the latest news from ADR, 

please follow us on LinkedIn, Facebook or Twitter. 

We’d love to hear from you so feel free to join the 

conversation and comment on any of our posts.
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